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Course Description:
Fashion and Apparel Design 2 is a course which builds on skills learned in the first level of Fashion and Apparel Design.
Emphasis will be given to textiles and their properties, fabric and pattern selection, apparel construction with more
advanced techniques, technology influences in the field of fashion and apparel design, and further education in
preparation for a career in the fashion field. Upon completion of this course, the student will have acquired skills needed
for enhancing their success in future fashion and apparel design education and occupations.

Unit 1: Review: Sewing Equipment, Lab Safety, Getting
Ready to Sew, and Basic Sewing Skills

# of
Days
10

Names, functions, and safe use of sewing equipment,
tools, and notions. Parts of a sewing machine and their
functions. How to: take body measurements, prepare
fabric, pin properly, thread the sewing machine properly,
and wind a bobbin.
Projects: Sewing Equipment, Tools, and Notions
PowerPoint and Parts of a Sewing Machine and Their
Functions Video

Unit 2: Sewing Techniques

# of
Days
10

Names of different sewing techniques and how to
preform them: plain seam, baste, gathering, clip, hem,
dart, pleat, zipper application, hook and eye application,
slip stitch, square patch pocket, inset pocket, inseam
pocket, and casing.

Project: Sample Notebook

Unit 3: Project Construction

# of
Days
43

Pattern terminology including location and meaning of
envelop parts, directions, symbols, and keys. Sewing
techniques.

Projects: Apron, Shorts, Skirt, Makeup Bag, and Dress

Unit 4: Fabric and Textiles

# of
Days 8

Uses for textiles. Natural and manufactured/synthetic fibers.
Fiber characteristics. Textile production
(fiber>yarn>fabric>finishing). Color applications. Finish
applications and their purposes.

Projects: Fiber Characteristics Lab and Tie‐Dyeing Lab

Unit 5: Fashion Careers and Technology
Various careers related to the fashion and textile industry.
Technological advances that impact the apparel industry.
# of
Days
7
Project: Career Research Project

